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Abstract
In this paper we analyze the effect of rotational invariant
operators for texture recognition using cross-validation experiments with different sample sizes. This work presents
three main contributions. First, invariant operators for
steerable filter banks are derived analytically using the Lie
group approach. Second, the use of “randomized invariants” for steerable texture analysis is introduced. Randomized invariants produce classification rates that are intermediate between those of non-invariant and of invariant features. Third, a thorough quantitative analysis is presented,
highlighting the relationship between classification performances and training sample size, textural characteristics of
the data set, and classification algorithm.

1. Introduction
This paper investigates the properties of invariant operators
in the context of texture classification. Invariance to “nuisance” parameters (orientation, scale, illumination, etc.) is
normally considered beneficial for computer vision. However, this is not necessarily the case for all vision tasks.
While removing the effect of nuisance parameters, invariance may also destroy relevant information, thus increasing ambiguity. When is invariance beneficial then? Previous work [9] argued that a critical factor determining the
need for invariance is the size of the training data. When
a large amount of well–representative data, under all expected realizations of the nuisance parameters, is available,
then, in principle, a classifier should have enough information to make optimal (in Bayesian sense) decisions, and invariance can be detrimental. If, instead, decisions must be
taken based on very little training data (as is the case in
many object or scene recognition problems), then it is clear
that invariance can and should be used.
In this work, we concentrate on the problem of texture–
based image classification. Our leading application is scene
understanding for outdoor autonomous vehicles [16]. Texture and color cues may provide important information
about the materials visible in the scene, which can be used
to select optimal paths for a moving robot. In particular,
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here we consider the issue of in–plane rotational invariance.
We begin by describing in Sec. 2 how maximal rank rotational invariant operators can be computed in exact form for
texture features extracted by steerable filter banks using the
Lie group approach. In Sec. 3 we extend the notion of rotation invariance by considering randomized invariants. Randomized invariants are obtained by artificially perturbing a
descriptor according to the same type of transformation for
which invariance is sought. The idea of randomized invariance is interesting for two main reasons. First, it allows
one to approximate an actual invariant without the need for
deriving an analytical expression of it, which may be a difficult and sometime impossible task. Second, randomized
invariants are parameterizable, meaning that the amount of
induced variance can be controlled.
In order to provide an experimental assessment of the effect of rotational invariant and randomized invariant operators, we tested two different classification algorithms with a
cross–validation procedure over three different image sets.
Two classes were defined for each data set. Both classifiers operate on the features obtained by a bank of multi–
scale steerable filters. The two classification algorithms
are, respectively: a Maximum Likelihood classifier based
on Mixture–of–Gaussian modeling of the class–conditional
likelihoods; and an AdaBoost classifier [5]. In particular,
a feature selections scheme was used in conjunction with
AdaBoost when dealing with randomized invariants. This
algorithm, inspired by the popular feature selection scheme
of [30], builds a combination of weak classifiers based on
different randomized invariants. The idea is that a classifier that uses both non–invariant and invariant features can
adapt itself naturally to the characteristics of the data. Our
cross–validation experiments with different sizes of training
samples are described in Sec. 4.

2. Rotational Invariance for Texture
A mainstream approach to texture analysis is based on the
representation of texture patches by low–dimensional local
descriptors. A linear filter bank is normally used for this
purpose. The vector (descriptor) formed by the outputs of
N filters at a certain pixel is a rank–N linear mapping of the
graylevel profile within a neighborhood of that pixel. The

marginal or joint statistics of the descriptors are then used
to characterize the variability of texture appearance.
It is customary to choose analysis filters that are scaled
and rotated version of one or more prototype kernels (with
odd and even symmetry). If the prototype filter kernel is
well localized in both the spatial and frequency domain,
this approach provides an effective sampling of the local
spectrum along the semantically meaningful axes of scale
and orientation. This representation is also attractive because it transforms in a predictable way under the action of
similarity transformations of the domain (isotropic scaling,
in–plane rotation). If l(x, y, σ, θ) is the descriptor component corresponding to a kernel at scale σ and orientation
θ, one may expect that, after rescaling of the domain centered at (x, y) by factor ∆σ and rotation around (x, y) by
angle ∆θ, the new output should be approximately equal to
l(x, y, σ − ∆σ, θ − ∆θ)
Scale and rotation invariance has often been advocated
for texture analysis. The quest for invariance stems from
the fact that the position and orientation of the camera in
the scene or of a surface patch with respect to the camera
cannot be constrained (generic viewpoint assumption). For
example, a rotational invariant texture feature is a quantity
that is independent of any rotation of the camera around its
optical axis, while a scale invariant feature is unaffected by
foreshortening.
Is the hypothesis of complete prior ignorance about the
viewpoint acceptable in this context? It is reasonable to argue that, at least for some classes of objects and for some
specific applications, it is not. As a simple, intuitive example, consider the case of an autonomous vehicle that analyzes the terrain in front of itself to figure out which path to
take. The different types of terrain cover that can be expected in natural environments (grass, soil, gravel, mud)
can, at least in principle, be characterized by their visual
texture. For example, the texture descriptors of the class
“grass” would typically have high power at vertical orientation. Of course, grass blades will not always look vertical,
because, for example, the wind may be blowing, or the vehicle may roll left and right. Still, one may expect that,
on average, the response at horizontal orientation should be
lower than at vertical orientation. In other words, the orientation at which a generic texture patch is seen, is not an uniform random variable in [−π, π]. Note that, if the texture
orientation of a certain class is uniform, then, for a given
scale, the marginal densities of the filter outputs at different
orientations will be identical.
A rotational invariant operator maps all values of the
descriptor vector corresponding to the planar rotation of a
given patch (formally, the orbit of the rotation group action
on the descriptor [28]) onto a single value. The problem
with this operation is that precious information for recognition may be lost in the process. This fairly intuitive notion

is a consequence of a very general phenomenon that can be
formalized in terms of the classification of a random variable z into a pre–determined set of classes as follows [9]:
Proposition 1: The Bayes rate under 0—1 loss can never
decrease as a consequence of a non–invertible transformation of z.
The Bayes rate represents the minimum achievable misclassification rate. Since an invariant operator performs a
non–invertible transformation of the descriptor, according
to Proposition 1 no benefit may derive from it. In fact, it
is easily seen that, if the probability density function (pdf)
of the descriptor vector is constant along any orbit of the
transformation group action, then the Bayes rate remains
unchanged. This agrees with intuition in the case of generic
viewpoint assumption: if there is no reason to believe that
a patch will be seen at a particular orientation, rotational
invariance should do not harm.
Is invariance useless (at best) as Proposition 1 seems to
imply? Years of experience with invariant operators in vision have shown that, when properly chosen, invariant operators are actually very useful. For example, [29] observed
that rotational invariant texture features seem to produce
better results than non–invariant features for the CUReT
database. This apparent contradiction may be resolved by
taking into account the small sample size phenomenon. The
Bayes rate refers to the Bayes classifier, which assumes
full knowledge of the statistical description of the data at
hand. In fact, one usually has only a limited–size sample of data for training, and therefore the issue of generalization plays an important role. A useful statistical tool,
the bias–variance theory for classification [2, 6, 7, 27], was
advocated in [9] to describe this phenomenon. Basically,
invariant descriptors are “simpler” and therefore generalize better than non–invariant ones, meaning that they are
more resilient to the unavoidable variance in the choice of
the training sample. Thus, in spite of the fact that invariance may increase ambiguity and therefore the classifier’s
bias, for small training samples, which have higher associated variance (a main cause of misclassification), invariance
may increase the effective classification rate. Indeed, in the
case of recognition or matching from just one image, some
sort of invariance has been shown to be necessary [21, 15].
However, for other types of tasks and features, this may not
always be the case.
One of the goals of this paper is to verify this notion by
means of cross-validation experiments on real–world data
using rotational–invariant texture features. The next section
describes the selected features and invariant operators.
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2.1. Invariance and Lie groups

2.2. Steerability Invariance

Rotational invariance can be enforced in a number of
ways. Perhaps the simpler approach is to choose features
that are “naturally” invariant, such as differential invariants [1, 14, 21] or integral invariants (moments) [11, 26].
Another possibility is to start from a given descriptor, and
to make it invariant via a suitable transformation. When the
feature can be expressed as an explicit function of orientation (such as the result of projection onto a set of angular
Fourier basis kernels, implemented by the convolution with
a bank of oriented filters), then, referred to the orientation
axis, a rotation of the input data transforms into a cyclic
shift. Simple translation–invariant operators can then be
used, such as the magnitude of the Fourier transform [8] or
relative phase components [24]. Another approach is to find
the “dominating” orientation and normalize the descriptor
with respect to it [13, 12, 20, 15].
A very general approach to the design of invariants was
presented in [28]. The idea is to model the effect of “nuisance” parameters (such as rotations) as orbits of Lie group
actions. This theoretical framework has two main advantages. First, it directly provides the number of independent
invariants, which is equal to the number of independent parameters needed to fix the position of a point in measurement space, minus the orbit dimension. Second, it shows
that designing invariants is equivalent to finding the solutions of a system of partial differential equations (PDE),
thereby providing a systematic algorithm for the design.
Assume that for a given pixel (x, y), the descriptor vector is
(l0 , . . . , lN −1 ). Since the group of planar rotations, SO(2),
has dimension 1, we should expect that N − 1 independent rotation invariants exist. More precisely, a rotational
invariant operator is a mapping f from the N –dimensional
manifold representing the descriptors’ space to a (N − 1)–
dimensional manifold, that solves the following PDE:

In its most general form, steerability is defined as the property of a function to transform under the action of a Lie
group as a linear combination of a set of fixed basis functions [10]. We will consider here only steerable filters with
basis functions that are the rotated versions of a prototype
kernel h(x, y) (equivariant function space [10]). We will
also assume that the prototype kernel is axially symmetric,
so that only rotations between 0 and π are of interest. If
hi (x, y), with 0 ≤ i < N , is the version of the kernel rotated by iN/π, then the rotated version of h(x, y) by angle θ
can be written as a linear combination of the hi (x, y), with
coefficients that only depend on θ. This also implies that, if
∆
li (x, y) = l(x, y, θi ) is the filtered version of image l(x, y)
rotated by iN/π, then, for a generic angle θ,

N
−1
X
i=0

∂f ∂li
∂li ∂θ

=0

l(x, y, θ) =

N
−1
X

li (x, y)ki (θ)

(2)

i=0

for suitable interpolation functions ki (θ) that are independent of l. We will concentrate on steerable prototype kernels that are higher order directional derivatives (in x) of
an isotropic Gaussian function G(x, y). Such functions can
be written as (−1)M HM (x)G(x, y), where HM (x) is the
Hermite polynomial of order M , and M is the order of the
derivative. In [4] it was shown that N = M + 1 basis
functions are sufficient to synthesize HM (x)G(x, y), and
that the interpolation functions in this case are trigonometric polynomials.
A “steerability invariant” operator can be applied on
the output of the basis filter bank, transforming the
vector (l0 , . . . , lN −1 ) into the rotational invariant vector (l̄0 , . . . , l̄N −1 ), where ¯li = fi (l0 , . . . , lN −1 ) and
(f0 , . . . fN −1 ) are independent invariant operators. It is
easy to prove that, thanks to the equivariant nature of the
chosen filter bank, the PDE in (1) can be expressed in simple form as:
▽f T Hl
(3)

(1)

where ▽f = (∂f /∂l1 , . . . , ∂f /∂lN −1)T ,
l =
(l0 , . . . , lN −1 )T , and H is a Toeplitz antisymmetric
matrix. The solutions of (3) turn out to be (functions of)
polynomials in the {li }.

θ=0

i
where ∂l
∂θ θ=0 represents the incremental ratio of the descriptor component li as the image is rotated around pixel
(x, y). Note in passing that the trivial, rank–0 invariant (a
constant f ) also solves (1). The goal of invariant design is
to find a maximal rank descriptor [19], such that the rank of
its Jacobian matrix at l is equal to N − 1. Of course, any
function of an invariant descriptor is invariant as well.
Thus, in order to find a rotational invariant, we must be
able to (1) express the partial derivatives of the measurements with respect to a rotation, and (2) solve the PDE
in (1). In the next section we show that steerable filter
banks, a widely used class of texture descriptors, allow us
to accomplish both tasks.

3. Randomized Steerability Invariants
The theory of invariant operators described so far allows
only for a dyadic choice: either a feature is invariant to a
transformation, or it is not. How could one enforce a “soft”
version of invariance? A possible strategy is to add “jittered” versions of the training samples, as in [3, 22, 23]. In
other words, one may apply random transformations to the
training data, with the transformation parameter (e.g., rotation) moving slightly around the identity (in our case, θ=0).
3

This strategy was given the name of randomized invariant in [9]. Randomized invariants can be easily understood
if, in the chosen representation of the feature space, the orbits of transformation group actions are parallel to one of
the axes. In this case, the invariant operator simply removes the dimension corresponding to this axis, an operation that corresponds to marginalization (i.e., integration
along that axis) in terms of the pdf of the feature. The
idea of randomized invariants is to substitute marginalization with convolution of the pdf along the chosen axis with
a positive, normalized kernel. As the standard deviation of
this kernel approaches infinity, this convolution is equivalent to marginalization. As it approaches zero, it is leaves
the pdf unchanged. A simple way to realize such a convolution is to add to the training data samples of iid random
noise with pdf equal to the chosen kernel. This operation is
equivalent to perturbing the descriptor l along the transformation orbit by a random quantity. Note that this operation
is only performed at training time; the data to be classified
is left untouched.
Using equivariant filter banks, it is easy to create randomized invariant features, by using the interpolation functions to steer all basis functions by the same (random) angle θ. In our experiments, the perturbation θ was a white
noise with marginal density uniform in [−rπ, rπ], where
0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is the randomization index.

texture features for our classification experiments. Thus,
the dimension of the feature vector was 2 · (3 + 4) = 14 in
the non–invariant case, 2 ·(2 + 3) = 10 in the invariant case.
We ran a number of cross–validation experiments, by
randomly selecting a training sample from the pool of all
features for the labeled image areas, and testing the classifier designed using such sample on the remaining data3 .
For each chosen size of the training sample, we ran 90 tests,
each time randomly selecting the training data. The average
correctness rate of the tests, as well as the results’ standard
deviation, was computed and plotted for a number of different training data portions.
Two different classifier were used for our experiments.
The first one was a Maximum Likelihood (ML) classifier
based on Mixture–of–Gaussians (MoG) modeling of the
conditional likelihoods. The number of Gaussian modes for
each class and for each training sample size was chosen using the cross–validation procedure of [25]. A minimum of
2 and a maximum of 5 modes were allowed. The second
classifier was based on the AdaBoost algorithm [5] a well–
known technique based on the combination of a number of
“weak classifiers”, which has good generalization properties.
The two classifiers were used with identical modalities in
cross–validation experiments with both non–invariant and
invariant features. For the case of randomized invariant features, two different approaches were used. For the ML classifier, we chose a fixed value for the randomization index
(r = 0.25). For the AdaBoost classifier, we used the following strategy, inspired by the feature selection scheme
of [30]. The randomization index r was initially quantized in 101 steps between 0 and 1, thus including the non–
invariant and 100 randomized invariant features. A weak
linear classifier was built for each such feature, and the classifier using the feature with smallest associated misclassification rate (as tested on the training data set) was chosen,
while the associated feature was removed from the set. The
training data was then weighted based on the classification
results as in the canonical AdaBoost scheme, and the procedure was iterated. Convergence was declared when either
a maximum number of iterations (in our experiments, 20)
was reached, or when the best–performing weak classifier
using any remaining feature was only slightly better than
random guessing. The main difference with respect to the
original feature selection scheme of [30] is that the concept
of different “features” only applies to the classifier design.
In fact, each weak classifier operates on the same feature
space (the reader is reminded that randomized invariants are
only a tool for classifier design, and that the test data is not
perturbed).
The results of our experiments are shown in Figs. 1, 3

4. Experiments
We used three different image sets for our experiments,
all of which containing outdoor images. The first data set
is the Outex-NS-00000 set in the Outex image database1
[18]. This set contains 20 images, which were originally hand–labeled into 6 classes. We retained one such
class (“road”) and considered one cumulative class (“vegetation”) for three other original classes (“trees”, “bushes”,
“grass”). The remaining classes were neglected.
The second data set, named ROAD and shown in Fig. 2,
contains 10 images taken by a robot moving in natural environments. These images were used already in [9] for texture
classification analysis. The images were hand–labeled into
two different terrain cover classes: “soil” and “low vegetation”2 . The third data set, named TREES and shown in
Fig. 4, contains 14 images taken in a redwood forest. Two
classes, “tree trunks” and “undergrowth” were identified.
Note that the texture of “tree trunks” has very strong directionality characteristics.
We used combinations of even (M =2) and odd (M =3)
steerable filters, in their non–invariant, invariant and randomized invariant form, at two different scales, to extract
1 http://www.outex.oulu.fi

3 Similar tests, but using whole images for training, were also conducted, obtaining comparable error rates.

2 The label files for the ROAD and TREES image sets are available on
request.
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Figure 4: The TREES image set.

Figure 1: Cross–validation classification experiments on the
Outex data set with different proportions of training data.
The plot shows the average correctness rate over all tests,
together with ± 1 standard deviation marks. Circles: non–
invariant; Stars: invariant; Diamonds: randomized invariant.
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and 5. We leave the analysis of such results to the next
section.
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Figure 5: Cross–validation classification experiments on the
TREES data set with different proportions of training data
(see caption of Fig. 1).
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Figure 2: The ROAD image set.
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For the remaining data sets, the ML and the AdaBoost
classifiers showed quite different characteristics. In the case
of the ML classifier, the correctness rate decreases (as expected) with the size of the training sample, as a consequence of increased variance. For large enough training
samples, the non–invariant classifier is shown to outperform the invariant one. However, the situation is reversed
for smaller training sets. This confirms the intuitive notion
that invariant operator can improve generalization. Indeed,
a cross–over point can be seen in Figs. 1 and 3 for a certain
training sample size. The situation is very different in the
case of the AdaBoost classifier, which, at least for the training sample sizes considered in this work, always performs
better with the invariant features. The exact reason for this
discrepancy is the object of current research. Note also that
the best AdaBoost classifier for each data set (i.e., using
invariant features in the Outex and ROAD sets, and non–
invariant features in the TREES set) always outperforms the
best ML classifier. On the other hand, the worst AdaBoost
classifier is worse than the worst ML classifier for each set.
Also, AdaBoost seems to be more sensitive to the choice
of the training data, as shown by the higher variance of the
correctness rate results.
For what concerns the use of randomized invariants, it is
shown that in the ML classification case, randomized invariants give intermediate performance between the non-
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(b): AdaBoost Classifier

Figure 3: Cross–validation classification experiments on the
ROAD data set with different proportions of training data
(see caption of Fig. 1).

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The experiments of the previous section highlighted a number of interesting properties of rotational invariant operators
for texture. First of all, it is seen that the effect of rotational invariance depends dramatically on the directionality
characteristics of the texture in the data set. This is clearly
seen in the TREES data set, which contains one class (“tree
trunks”) that has a strong vertical texture. In this case, rotational invariance removes important discriminative information, thereby reducing the correct classification rate.
5

invariant and the invariant case when the training sample
is sufficiently large, but degrade the classification rate for
small samples. For the AdaBoost case, the proposed feature
selection algorithm yields correctness rates that are consistently placed between the non–invariant and the invariant
case for the Outex and the ROAD sets, and almost identical
to the non–invariant case for the TREES set. In the latter
case, inspection of the histogram of the randomization indices chosen by the algorithm shows that only low indices
were selected. Hence, the proposed randomized invariant
feature selection scheme looks like a viable and “safe” strategy when one is uncertain about the textural characteristics
of the data to be classified, and thus about whether rotational invariance should or should not be used.
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